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Abstract- 
Cloud Computing is on demand network. It is a network architecture where you can store, 

retrieve and access data at anytime and anywhere if you are a legitimate user of Cloud 

environment. In simple client server architecture whatever it is in limited scope. Second 

question is of economically it is not affordable to maintain it if big data is stored on this 

architecture. Cloud computing provides you space for your data on rent and giving you a very 

good security. In Cloud computing Authentication the important term is user authentication. 

At the time of entering in the cloud computing environment which type authentication user is 

facing that is important for secured cloud computing environment. This paper is focusing on 

problems faced by user related to authentication and access control challenges in cloud 

computing environment. 
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Introduction- 

Cloud Computing is new technology in the software sector. Nowadays all IT companies are 

switching to cloud computing environment. Cloud Computing is type of distributed 

computing. In this architecture a specific application may run on different linked computers 

simultaneously. [2]This provides facility like mass storage, low storage cost, complex 

calculations with ease and ease of access etc. Data stored on cloud computing is safe. But 

nowadays cloud user’s facing problems in authentication and access control. There are many 

methods available in the market for authentication to the cloud environment. Now the 

difference is in between which methods are used in the client-server architecture and which 

are used in the cloud computing environment. [4] 

 

I. Attacks happens easily with user. 

Some such issues are listed below: 

a) Password Guessing Attack: This is simple technique of attack in which password is 

guessed by a person who know you.  

b) Replay Attack: This attack tracks authenticated user’s packet and create fake information 

for the unauthorized users.  

c) Man-in-the-middle Attack: In this case attacker attitude is like a user and try to acquire 

password from the server. 

d) Masquerade Attack: The attacker pretend like a verifier and capture  authentication keys 

from the authenticated user.  

e) Insider Attack: Attacker intentionally steals the private information of the authenticated 

user.  
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f) Phishing Attack: Social Engineering sites such as fake emails, fake SMS and phone calls 

to demand the user expose his password or authentication keys. [1][5][]9] 

 

II.  Survey taken to find out issues related to authentication nd access control 

challenges. 

To find out the issues related to user authentication some questions are asked to the peoples 

who is working on cloud environment. Throughout the survey it is observed that some user 

are satisfied with security but some are getting frustrated due to increasing levels of 

authentication. User is ok with the two or three level authentication but if it more than that 

then he thought that it is a boring process. User is ok when he want to use the cloud 

environment more than 2 or 3 hours, but if user want to use cloud environment just for less 

than one hour, he is getting frustrated. Total data of 87 users is collected from different IT 

companies.[7] Response got from the users shows that some user get frustrated in two step 

authentication, some are in three and some are in four.  Few user’s opinion is for the email 

accounts two step verification is ok but for the remaining like office account want to activate 

from clod computing is not secure with the two step verification. Figure a is showing about 

that how users are agree and disagree with all over authentication. 

 

 
Fig. a Analysis about security threats observed by user. 

 

Questions asked for this analysis were related to the all over cloud environment. It asks about 

experience about cloud computing in ERP, Loss of Control data, Online backup Integrity, 

Poor SLA, Increased storage capacity etc. 

 

III. Analysis about user’s opinion on security stages. 

 In this security stages study of all security stages is concerned. This graph analysis shows 

users views on two stage, three stage, four stage and five stage authentication. Fig.b shows 

this analysis of user’s view against authentication levels. In first level authentication it shows 
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only user id and password.[9] But extra terms added in next levels as OTP is added in three 

stage, text Captcha is added in four stage authentication, Sound captcha is added in Five 

Stage Authentication also Biometric is added in Six stage authentication. 

 

 
Fig. b User’s view against authentication stages. 

 

Conclusion- 

All over paper is discussing the authentication and access control challenges over the cloud 

computing environment. As if there are problems arises in the previously available methods 

my study suggesting a new study of creation of certificate credentials. In this process when 

user is passing three stage of authentication then through a system generated certificate 

credential will be check it out that is entered user is authenticated or not. 
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